
From: Abogunde, Maryann
To: Abogunde, Maryann
Subject: RE: NRC request for additional information - License amendment for Connecticut Heart & Vascular Center, PC
Date: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:18:33 PM

From: Chasin, Rob
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:16 AM
To: Abogunde, Maryann
Subject: RE: NRC request for additional information - License amendment for Connecticut Heart &
Vascular Center, PC
 
Maryann-  I apologize if the response in my letter was not clear.  A "merger" occurs in the legal sense
when one entity (the "merging entity") disappears into another entity (the "surviving entity").  In a legal
merger, the surviving entity succeeds to all of the assets of the disappearing entity by operation of law,
and it also becomes responsible for all of the liabilities of the disappearing entity.
 
Connecticut Heart and Vascular Center, P.C. did not disappear.  It still exists, although it no longer
provides any medical services.  Effective January 1, 2012, the thirteen physicians who were formerly
shareholders of CTHVC became Members, i.e. owners, of PriMed, LLC.  Also effective January 1,
2012, the assets used in the medical practice - including the NRC license were transferred by a
General Assignment and Bill of Sale from CTHVC to PriMed, subject to third party approvals.  CTHVC
kept its accounts receivable and cash on hand, which were specifically excluded from the General
Assignment and Bill of Sale.  CTHVC also remained responsible for paying all of its liabilities. 
 
PriMed did not pay CTHVC anything for the transferred assets.  Instead, these assets were treated as
a capital contribution to PriMed by the individual owners of CTHVC in exchange for the membership
interest in PriMed.  The assets were transferred directly by CTHVC as a convenience, i.e. it avoided
the need to do two separate transfers, the first to the thirteen individual physicians and then a second
transfer from these physicians to PriMed.  It was simply easier to do a direct transfer.  
 
Heart Specialists P.C. of Sothern Connecticut (HSPCSC) was another practice entity that was owned
by a single physician who wished to become a Member of PriMed.  This physician did become a
Member of PriMed on July 1, 2013.  The format of the transfer was the same as with CTHVC.  The
individual owner became a Member of PriMed and he caused HSPCSC to transfer the assets used in
the medical practice to PriMed as his personal capital contribution.  HSPCSC remains in existence to
collect its accounts receivable and pay its liabilities.  The sole owner of HSPCC, now a Member of
PriMed, practices in the same sub-group within PriMed as the cardiologists formerly associated with
CTHVC.
 
We often use the term "merger" as a shorthand way to describe these transactions as the official title -
"Agreement to Transfer Assets in Exchange for Limited Liability Company Membership Interests" - is
very cumbersome.  The effect of the transaction is the same as a merger with this notable difference -
the former business entity that housed the medical practice remains in existence and keeps those
assets that are specifically excluded from the General Assignment and Bill of Sale.  In practice, the
most notable exclusions are cash and accounts receivable.   From PriMed's point of view, the important
difference between an "Asset Transfer" and true "Merger" is that the former entity remains responsible
for all of its obligations except those specifically assumed by PriMed.  In a true merger, PriMed would
become liable for those obligations as a matter of statutory law.  That is the effect of a "legal" merger
as indicated in the opening paragraph.
 
I hope this has been helpful in clarifying any confusion created by my prior response.  Please let me
know if I can be of further assistance.
 
Have a nice weekend.
 
Rob
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From: Abogunde, Maryann [mailto:Maryann.Abogunde@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:20 AM
To: Chasin, Rob
Subject: RE: NRC request for additional information - License amendment for Connecticut Heart &
Vascular Center, PC
 
Good morning Rob:
 
I have a quick question as I am trying to understand the type of transaction here.  The
letter describes this change of ownership as a non-legal merger.  Was there any sale
between PriMed and CTHVC?  It also sounds like PriMed is a grandparent company for
several companies including CTHVC and Heart Specialists, PC of Southern CT.  Is this
accurate?
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